
 
 

CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION & RELEASE 
 
Dealer        Cust. Name:       

Dealer PO:       Job Address:       

McGrory Job #              
 
Please read the informational notice checked below.  Sign the release and return by fax. This job is on hold until 
we received your signed release. 

  Ultra High Maintenance Colors (Nocturne, Mardi Gras, Graphic Blue, Mandarin, Sun, Hot, Lilac) 
WE WILL NOT FABRICATE THESE COLORS FOR RESIDENTIAL KITCHENS & VANITIES. 
We will not warrant the finish on this series of colors. WE DO NOT recommend these colors for any horizontal applications. This 
series of colors will show all scratches and general wear-and-tear of daily use. These colors were designed for commercial accent 
applications and not general countertop use. The finish that comes from our shop is the best it can be and we will not return to 
refinish. We will also require payment in full before delivery and installation. 
 
 Signed Date 

  Lustra Series Colors (Anthracite, Blackberry Ice, Bronze Patina) 
WE WILL NOT FABRICATE THESE COLORS FOR RESIDENTIAL KITCHENS & VANITIES. 
We will NOT warrant the appearance on this series of colors. The colors were developed for the commercial market as accent 
colors and for special applications. It is a unidirectional product. It will appear darker or lighter when viewed from different 
directions similar to velvet fabric. The material on either side of seams and corners will appear different colors like a 
checkerboard. 
 
 Signed Date 

  Venaro Series Colors (Venaro White) 

  Private Collection Colors (Aubergine,  Aztec Gold,   Burled Beach,  Camel,  Chamois,  Cinnabar,  Cirrus White,  Clam Shell,  Earth,  Ecru,  
Egyptian Copper,  Lava Rock,  Natural Gray,  Rain Cloud,  Sagebrush,  Slate,  Sonora,  Tumbleweed , Verde) 
These series of colors have a random pattern. When seamed together the sections and seams will be noticeable because the pattern 
will be different on each side of the seam. Also note that on over 30” islands this mismatch appearance will go the total length of 
the island. The edge profile on the Venaro Series will also show what appear to be cracks along the length of the edge. The 
layering of the pattern throughout the sheet causes this appearance. For the Venaro Series we will also require a layout drawing 
showing in what direction you want the pattern to run. For both Private Collection and Venaro Series colors, if a cove is required, 
you will notice the joints and changes in pattern in each section of the cove. 
Private Collection corners are mitered to give a more pleasing seam joint. 
 
 Signed Date 

  Jewel Series Colors (Ruby, Black Quartz, Night Sky, Cobalt,) 
These colors require higher care and maintenance. They should not be used in kitchen applications. It will show scratches and 
highlight oily spots. The finish may appear not to be uniform when in reality the light is being reflected in many directions. 
 
 Signed Date 

  Adding to existing top 
We cannot guarantee that when adding an additional Corian section to an existing top that the material added would color match 
the existing top. The joint and the new piece will be visible and noticeable to you, 

 
 Signed Date 
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